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    Bishnu Maya Tamang

  Unidentified group killed
Bhutanese Bhim Bdr Rai, 31 by a
knife at 1:30 am on April 12,
resident of Beldang-I, Sector F/2,
Hut No. 167/168.
Deceased Rai had a mixed
marriage case and his spouse is
from Sikkim and he had two sons
and they have gone to meet
maternal uncles and aunts.
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                Appeal To Students
The Refugee Herald is an initiative of students belonging to

various camp schools. Our primary goal is to inform the community
through students. We want students to disseminate the contents of
our paper to their parent, therefore, we want to make a special request
to students to subscribe and buy the paper for supporting the
publication cost.

 The Refugee Herald editorial team is strongly committed in
Promoting student- friendly, diversified and standard contents
including regular coverage on Bhutan, third country resettlement
and the refugee issue.

     Mixed marriage not confirmed yet

TRH Correspondent

United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) and Nepal
Government have resumed the
Joint Verification Team (JVT)
to determine the status of
Bhutanese assylum in present
days.

Addressing the information
session, representatives of
UNHCR and Nepal
Government assured that,
JVT will prioritize those who
were granted registration at
Kakarvitta during their arrival
in Nepal and those who were
absent during 2006-2008
registration process.

According to Camp
Management Committee
(CMC), the forms were given
to refugees to fill their

Among the problems
that Bhutanese refugees are
being facing, fire is also one
which is disturbing Bhutanese.

Glancing the history, fire has
destroyed lives of many exiled
Bhutanese in past. Before few
weeks back, fire inferno had
destroyed some classes in
New Horizon Academy
(NHA), Sanischare. To keep
camp aware of fire disaster,
many organizations and
Bhutanese groups have been

conducting many awareness
programs.

Recently, Lutheran World
Federation (LWF) had given
orientation class to Camp
Management Committee
(CMC) members of Beldangi
and Sanishchare about the fire
fighting awareness in Damak.

Meanwhile, CMC of Beldangi
walked through the street and
road of the camps with
awareness voice about fire and
compelled to make the wide
road and distance between the
huts.

On 3rd April, FANS Club
of Beldnagi organized the mass

Fire awarness in refugee camps

registration w.e.f. 14th may in
their respective camps.

According to officials, both the
Refugee Co-ordinating Unit
(RCU) and UNHCR have
almost completed preparations
to resume the stalled verification
process and  venue was
installed in Damak for interview.

EDITORIAL TEAM

  Durga Pokhrel, Beldangi

Media Network Bhutan
(MNB) concluded talent
exposing programs of creative
classes participating its
students in Beldangi on 20th

April.

Over one and half dozen
dances and songs were
performed by students and it
entertained more than 5,000
audiences. Creative classes is
running by MNB in financial

MNB Concludes Talent Exposing Programs

support of ‘Home is
Where the Heart is’
(HWH) from March in
Beldnagi and Sanischare
camps.

General Executive of
MNB, Mona Rath Pokhrel
said, “Any Bhutanese
refugees and host
communities’ youths can
join the class to make their
beautiful life glowing by

participating in creative classes
which includes Dance, Guitar and
Vocal.”

86% Bhutanese students
get promoted

Moses Lagoon, Beldangi

86% Bhutanese students
from  Pre-Primary (P.P.) to
grade nine get promoted in
academic year 2011- 2012.

According to L.N. Pokhrel,
Education Co-ordinator of
CARITAS       Sub- Office
Damak, 8,707 students from
grade P.P to grade seven
attended  the examination in
which 7,401 passed, 990 from
grade Eight and 851 passed,
1,034 from grade nine and 941
passed.

Meanwhile School Leaving
Certificate (SLC) examination
is over before two months.
Every SLC attended students
are showing their great
enthusiam to know their result.

Street Drama regarding
Sanitation

Bhutanese Refugee
Children Forum (BRCF) ended
Street Drama on  sanitation
funded by UNHCR and LWF
from 14th to 16th May in all
Bhutanese refugee camps.

The main aim of organizer is
to maintain hygenic
environment.

Khawoth Hang Subba

Creative Classes by

Student’s own Initiative

A forty members group of
refugee students of Sanischare
has been regulating to uplift
the talents of refugee students
in vocal, guitar and theatre
classes with their own
initiatives.

According to Obeth Rai,
they collect little funds to
purchase essential equipment
by exposing their talents in
public.

Thunder killed one
Bhutanese refugee named Gopi
Karki, 45 on April 6 resident of
Beldangi II Extension, A/1, 65.

According to the source,
Karki was caught by thunder
while he was trying to close the
leakage of his roof.

 Unidentified group
killed one Bhutanese

 Thunder Killed a refugee

      Meanwhile mixed marriage
case was not
inco-operate in JVT.

UNHCR said, verification
on assylum seeker refugees and
census absentise is begin so
verification on mixed marriages
will be addressed later.

Beldangi

Jit Bahadur Subba, a refugee
youth who is apprehended for
his alleged involvement in ob-
taining Nepali citizenship and
Machine Readable Passport
(MRP) illegally, revealed his
family sources and the Center
for Victims of Torture
(CVICT).

It is reportedly learnt that
Subba, who was arrested from
the International Organization
for Migration (IOM) transit
based on Baluwatar two-weeks
ago while he was about to fly
to United States through the
third resettlement program, is
still under police investigation
on document forgery at
Metropolitan Police Range of
Hanuman Dhoka, Kathmandu.

J.B. Subba in Police
Range

Orientation on social
evils

UNHCR conducted
orientation on social evils to
the students and
representatives from camp
based organizations at
UNHCR Sub-Office Damak.

Surendra Thapa, RCU Camp Supervisor Beldangi-II sharing
information about JVT.                   (Photo : Durga Pokhrel/ TRH)

      Performing dance in program.
    (Photo : Govinda Pokhrel / TRH)

Jhakash Group in co-ordination
with MNB honored Bimal Rai,
artist from Darjeeling with
‘Jhakash International literary
Award (JILA)-2012’ at Damak.

On the occasion of honoring
program, MNB declared the
result of MNB’s ‘Best Photo
Award-February 2012’ to Durga
Pokhrel.

JILA 2012 to Rai
Purushotam Nepal

rally on inauguration of the
Eastern Regional Volley ball
tournament in Beldangi.
Thousands of Bhutanese
participated the rally. Armed
Police force (APF) and
stakeholders from camp based
organizations participated the
program.

Bhutanese Refugee Children
Forum conducted the
awareness drama based on the
fire, last month.

According to D.B. Subba,
the Camp Secretary of
Beldangi ‘Such types of
programs are essential to
create awareness about fire in
the Bhutanese community’.

Hari Kumar Dahal

Bhim Monger
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The security in Beldangi camp has been challenging for Arm Police Force (APF) at present. The APF Inspector Beldangi-II
and Extension Bijendra Rimal expresses his worry over smooth operation of camps. In this, Khem Prashad Dahal has
talked to Inspector Rimal. Here are his excerpts:

How optimistic you are in
eradicating evil practice?

In my tenure, mostly our
APF team is succeed to
control the anti-social acts in
camp. We would not able to
bring such peace in camp
without supports from
Camp Management
Committee (CMC) and

other volunteer groups of
camp. Increment in
population is creating some
difficulties to control social
evils, but also we are
somehow able to control
such trend of evils.

How do you act to
maintain peace in camp?

We are patrolling every night
around the camp, which
create secure environment.
Recently, in coordination with
CMC we have tightened
mobility of refugees inside the
camps at night time. Refugees
have been warned of stern
actions against their
movements at night. This
helps to maintain peace in
camp.

How is your relation with
CBOs?

We had made the good
relation with CMC, YFC,

RCU, UNHCR and other
organizations. We use to
provide security and help
them in every moment. They
too support for us. Hence,
we have mutual relation
sharing of feelings and jointly
working for the welfare of
Bhutanese Refugee.

Wild elephant is problem
for the refugee in
Beldangi, what is your
comment?

Before some months, wild
elephants had interrupted
Bhutanese and even
destroyed some lives of
refugees. We had done our
level best from our side to
control the entry of wild
elephant.

Substance abuse is
common in camp, what are
your efforts to control it?

I think, there is no any drug

     Layout
Youth Village Bhutan

addiction which may cause
big problems. If we found
inside the camp, it is our duty
to penalize them and control.

What are your
requirements for constant
security in camps?

Its really a struggling job to
maintain peace and harmony
in camps. It is difficult for the
entire team of APF. If Nepal
government provides enough
vehicles and increase the
number of APF, it would be
more easy to create peace in
camp.

Any message to
Bhutanese community?

My sole duty and
responsibility is to maintain
peace and security in camp.
So, I would like to request
Bhutanese community to help
us to control anti-social
activities from camp.

To maintain peace and harmony is struggling job: Rimal

APF Inspector Beldangi-II
and Extn.  Bijendra Rimal
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I have had a dream of a true
country man before I turned an
adult. More zeal, less
confession and most the
Nationality. What so ever
turned a dark phase misery,
penury or the needs being a
displaced.

I haven’t heard any story, nor
any streams where dreams
came true. Hitler erupted for
extreme nationalism. No doubt
whatever the wrongs in him,
solely responsible for his
country love. I never judged
Hitler for his ferocious acts but
my salute over him is un-
debatable nationalism. Why
does an ant fight to save its
hole? It is not that it could
manage other place the free

My Oath to Refugees

EDITORIAL

gift of Nature-Planet Earth but
the love of home is the greatest.
Another feeling I have been
confused since years is he
wrong intonation of country
love still people are making
wrong beliefs neglecting Bernard
Shaw, “If you have love for your
country, you can love any land
as your own motherland.” The
displaced action led me to
thought differently a fake
country lover. If you have read
the story of Daniel Dafoe on
Robinson Crusoe you might
have found no luxury, no
monetary value and absolutely
out of the contemporary world.
But he was happy being alone in
the plateau (Island) but no doubt
he was completely under the
love of land though there was
no any machinery of
government to divide the feelings
of nationalism but I ensure you
that he had the love towards that
land in the sea who did not
commit suicide being alone in
that dark island.

I can even trust for my country
the most beautiful of though left
when an infant. The wrong is
not mine but the situation that
covered to hover me in the panic
state but enjoying my national
anthem, wrathful king and many
more she has in her.

What is the truth?
For no joy and faith;
What you gave and I
A Paradise of Wrath.

No place to rest,
Eve you, in your breast
Every dream I dreamt
That you are the best.

Leave me alone, push me to
canon,
Stab my neck or crack my femur
But I will crawl, unless I reach;
My country and heaven same to
sure!

Soak my blood, define homeless,
Praise my terror, humiliate my
Sense
Never mistake to quote to hate
her,
But never take my land, the
heaven revenges.

Take everything wrong there is
excuse for you to live. Never
swayed to anyone to demolish
your land. When there is a
quarrel, it’s your anger, and your
actions to canopy the situation
but never lead a feeling where
your nation is inferior. Love your
country wherever you go. Trust
your soil when you are creative
but never miss your land though
missed your soul and identity. I

hope every meaning I defined is
more or less powerful but has
bit more intonation if you curse
your own land.

While you planned to rejoice with
feelings of nationalism you can

Every human beings struggle
for their good career but due
to lack of their creation, they
remain back.

Creation includes various
curriculum activities, viz:
Literature, Dance, Vocal,
Music, Theatre and others too.
Such curriculum are becoming
basic to every human which
enable them to become
success.  In deed various
organizations in our camps are
operating creative classes.

At present, Media Network
Bhutan (MNB) is
implementing the creative
classes with funding support of
“Home is Where the Heart is”
(HWH), a charity organization
of UK. More than, thousand
refugees and local youths are
participating in Dance, Guitar
and Vocal classes, for which
they can able to expose their
talent taking it as platform.

It is essential for every people
to engage in such tactics
instead of involving in evil
practices. Such opportunities
will not only helps to utilize the
time but will also create strong
man stream.

Creativity For Success

Creations, comments and
suggestions for this paper are
heartily welcomed and
promptly responded.

refugeeherald@gmail.com
refugeeherald@yahoo.com

NOTE: Due to the technical
problems, the Editorial
Team of The Refugee
Herald could not able to
publish fourth issue on time.
Inconvenience caused on
readers is highly regretted.

Hari Kumar Dahal

Moses lagoon &

ShekharRizal

step up. The elders youngsters
or the man and woman could try
to exercise through your little
effort. It is a remarkable remark
King Jr. once expressed to meet
the thaw heart to grease for
mankind.

Be always busy and creative
If you can’t fly, then run,
If you can’t run, then walk
If you can’t walk, then crawl
But what ever you do, keep
moving.

No doubt whatever the
wrongs in him, solely
responsible for his
country love. I never
judged Hitler for his
ferocious acts but my
salute over him is un-
debatable nationalism.

INTERVIEW

Shekhar Rizal

rizalshekhar@yahoo.com

Editorial & Opinion



        

              GOD

God is a precious creature.
God has a sweat loving nature

He crates universe, adjust now evil
We should fight against the devil
 
He helps us to forget our fear
He courgeous to control tear

He gives us joys and affection
Under his arm we feel protection

 Respect your heart god as I say
 You will become happy everyday

Prem Magar

    MY DEAR MOTHER

Cocks like crowing, before the day
Cuckoos like singing in April and May

Peacocks like dancing, inside the hedge
Birds like open sky, but the cage

Cakes for my pussycat, chilli for the parrot
My mother cooks, i like the carrot

Some like something some like Other
But I always like my dear Mother

Kabita Ahangkari

                LIFE
Life takes   time to think
It  is the source of power

Life takes time to read
It is the foundation of wisdom

Life takes time tp love and beloved
It is a god –oven privilege

Life takes time to play
It is the greatest power on earth

Life takes time to be friendly
It is the road to happiness

Life takes time to laugh
It is the music of the soul

Life takes time to give
It is to short a day to be selfish

Life takes time to work
It is the price of success

Ayoushma Gurung

A man with out education is like

School without bell;
Flower without smell;

Tiger with out nail;
Monkey without tail;

Living being without cell;
Lamp without oil;

Computer with out E-mail
Man without female.

20 ways of Saying
I LOVE YOU:

Ami tomay bhalo bashi (Bengali)
Bon sro lang oon (Chambodian)

Jeg elsker dig (Danish)
Ik hou van jou ( Dutch)

Je t’ aime (French)
Hoon tane pyar karoo choon
(Gujarati)

Ich liebe dich (German)
Kimi o ai shiteru (Japanese)

Mahal Kita (Tagalog)
Mina rakastan sinau (Finnish)

Muje tumse mohabbat hai (Urdu)
Rwy’n dy garu di ( Weish)

S’agapo (Greek)
Szeratlek (Hunigarian )

Tai l’ngra leat( Irish)
Te quiero ( Spanish)

Ti amo ( Italian)
Tora dust midearam ( Farsi)

Wo le ni ( Chinese)
Ya vas liubliu (Russian)

   11 Tips To Gain Better Life

1. Say Immediately, “I am sorry’’,
whenever you feel you have done
wrong to anyone.

2. Talk to people looking at their
eyes.

3. Don’t believe all you hear is right.

4. Give people more than they
expect from  you and do carefully.

5. Always remember “Slow and
Steady always win the race”.

6. Love your Profession deeply and
honestly.

7. Don’t judge people by their
relatives.

8. When you lost something don’t
loose your temper.

9 When you realize you have made

a mistake, take immediate steps to

correct it.

10.   Respect others if you want to be
respected.

11. Remember“I am born to be great.”

The Refugee Herald
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Although refugees have been
a constant and accepted part
of human migration for
centuries, the development of
the nation-state and fixed
borders in the 19th century
caused countries to shun
refugees and turn them into
international pariahs. In the
past, groups of people facing
religious or racial persecution
would often move to a more
tolerant region. Today, political
persecution is a major cause of
out-migration of refugees and
the international goal is to
repatriate refugees as soon as
the condition in their home
country becomes stable.

According to the United
Nations, a refugee is a person
who flees their home country
due to a “well-founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular
social group or political
opinion.”

There are an estimated 11-12
million refugees in the world

Brief History of Refugees

today. This is a dramatic increase
since the mid-1970s when there
were less than 3 million refugees
worldwide. However, it is a
decrease since the 1992 when
the refugee population was
nearly 18 million, high due to the
Balkan conflicts.

The end of the Cold War and the
end of regimes that kept social
order led to the dissolution of
countries and changes in politics
that led to unbridled persecution
and a huge increase in the
number of refugees.

When a person or family decides
to leave their home country and

seek asylum elsewhere,
they generally travel to
the closest safe area
possible. Thus, while
the world’s largest
source countries for
refugees include
Afghanistan, Iraq, and
Sierra Leone, some of
the countries hosting the
most refugees include
countries like Pakistan,

Syria, Jordan, Iran, and Guinea.
Approximately 70% of the world
refugee population is in Africa
and the Middle East.

During 1994, Rwandan refugees
flooded into Burundi, the
Democratic Republic of the
Congo, and Tanzania to escape
the genocide and terror in their
country. In 1979, when the
Soviet Union invaded
Afghanistan, Afghanis fled to
Iran and Pakistan. Today,
refugees from Iraq migrate to
Syria or Jordan.

(From External Sources.)

             

             BOOK

It is a small, with full of page,
Helps to be brave in every stage.

It wants to be friend of you,
Learn and care it, take advantage
 
My company, I miss u daily,
You is future builder, read day by day

You provide, be how to be human beings,
Read and grape knowledge everyday

I am glad, to spend time on you,
People say, you is the leader,

I want to say from in core of heart,
I am your usual everyday reader.

   Manisha Dahal

Someone, draws a picture late
Someone, draws very soon
Someone, draws a picture best, But
I want very commendable as like moon

Someone, draws a picture without motion
Someone, draws confined within ocean, But
I want, art as compared spring season
That is not for fashion
That is for development of nation, So that
Everyone can touch their internal vision.

All the drawings have their own themes
It makes the world, a natural fame
Like an interesting football game, So that
In my drawing there is good name and theme.

Drawing

Kiran Rai

Anush: Why are you crying?
Barsha:The elephant is dead.
Anush: Was he your pet?
Barsha: No, but I'm the one who must dig
his grave.

Qais the son of Arab Chieftain, Shah Amari was sent to co-educuation
religious school. And of course lailla, the daughter of Najdchieftain
used to study in the same school. At the very six sights, Qais was
fascinated by lailla in her thought all day and night. So that the teacher,
classmates and parents tried to divert his mind many times but it was
all in vain. Lailla’s also felt in love. One day their love reached the ears
of Lailla’s father. He withdrawn his daughter from the school and
imprisoned to the four wall of the house. Qais lost his self-control and
wondered in the Jungle like a mad man. As lailla was out of his sight,
so people began to call him moojnoon because he becomes abnormally
obsessed about Lailla.

After sometime, one day Shah Amari went to Najidchieftain talking
about a marriage proposal of his son. At fist lailla’s father told that he
wouldn’t marry his daughter to his moojnoon because he was mad.
But after frequently requested by saying that he was obsessed but
not mad, he agreed to see moojnoon. Altimately he agreed to wed his
daughter. But in the meanwhile when a dog entered the room, it was
introduced as pet of lailla, a once moojnoon lifted the dog and kissed.
Lailla’s father a was agitated at the scene and turned down the marriage
proposal reporting to Amari Shah that he is definitely insane otherwise
he would never kiss a dog. Moojnoon want back to the forest and
wondering crying “Lailla, my Lailla”.

In the sametime, Lailla was married to Bakhat. But on the honeymoon
night, when Bakhat try to embrace his bride, Lailla slapped on his face
not allow him to touch her body and said “Moojnoon could only be
my husband” and got divorce, she left  in search of her lover.lailla
found her Moojnoon, embraced each other, but both of them laid
down unconsciousness on the ground in a passionate embrace.

At the same Jaxture, mother reached there and unconscious daughter
was taken at the back of camel. When she regained consciousness,
lailla couldn’t bear her separation from her lover and died of sock.
Moojnoon too died when the news of her death reached to his ears.

Love history of Lailla and Moojnoon

Compiled by Priya Karki

JOKE

Variety & Creations

Variety & Creations



  Facebook is a social

networking service and
website which was first
started by Mark
Zuckerberg, 23, while he
was a student at Harvard
in 2004 with his college
roommates and fellow
students.  It gradually
added support for students
at various other universities before opening to high school
students, and eventually to anyone aged 13 and over. However,
according to a May 2011 Consumer Reports survey, there are
7.5 million children under 13 with accounts and 5 million under
10, violating the site’s terms of service.As of May 2012, Facebook
has over 900 million active users, more than half of them
using mobile devices. Facebook was incorporated in mid-2004,
and the entrepreneur Sean Parker, who had been informally
advising Zuckerberg, became the company's president. The
company dropped the from its name after purchasing the domain
name facebook.com in 2005 for $200,000.

Facebook will allow you to
connect with friends, school and
business contacts. Facebook is
open to everyone. However, you

must register to access an account. So you need to have knowledge
to register to an account.

First of all log on  www.facebook.com,  and then fill the

provided blanks below “Sign Up” text. Fill blanks with your
appropriate First name, Last Name, Your Email address then re-
enter email address, put a unique that is easy to remember.

Facebook requires creation of a password of at least six
characters. Then choose your gender in “I am” text blank then
put your Birthday details then finally click in “Sign Up” button.

Facebook will send you a confirmation link in your email that
was previously entered in email address blank. Go to your email
inbox and click on the link. Then after you will be automatic
swing to facebook homepage.

              MONTHLY QUIZ

RESETTLEMENT WATCH

What made you to leave
Bhutan?
 Due to the frequent

threatening of Bhutan Army, we

are compelled to exodus our

homeland. Besides all my

company and family were

severely tortured.

How do you comment about
your life as Refugee?

Comparing to Bhutan, its
sorrowful and miserable life in
camp. My relatives are resettled
in America and Canada. I feel pain
to recall my life of Bhutan.

What do you expect from
Refugee Youth? 

Youth are necessary for
development of country. Let the
youth engage in creative work
and should work for society and
nation.

Bhutanese Activists honored in Washington

The France-based

international non-
governmental organization,
Reporters Without Borders
(RWB) which conducts an
annual ranking comparing each
nation’s                                 state
of press freedom, has placed
Bhutan at 70th, six places
down in the rung from last
year’s 64th.

Bhutan is now ranked
lower than countries like
Tonga, Central African
R e p u b l i c ,
Mauriatania, Croatia, and
Burkina Fasco. Finland
continues to be the forerunner
for the second time in a row
and the last ranked is Eritrea at
179.

RWB is known to be the largest
 press freedom organization in
the world. 120 correspondents
across the globe.

Founded in 1985, RWB has
been  working to protect and
defend journalists for nearly 30
years. 
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Durga Pokhrel, Bhim Mongar, Govinda
Pokhrel, Khawoth Hang Subba, Narad
Pokhrel, Tanka Maya Baral, Om Prakash Poudyel,
Matrika Mishra, Romant Bhattarai, , Bishnu Maya
Tamang, Lok Nath Subba & Shanti Subba

Facebook Tips (Internet Knowledge)

Canada to resettle more Bhutanese

The government of Canada said it will accept more
Bhutanese refugees for resettlement through the ongoing third
country resettlement program generating hopes of new lives, at
least, for those waiting for family reunion. However, it has not
yet revealed actual number of refugees to be accepted.

Canada, which has already received 5,000 individuals and
was undecided for months regarding this, is learnt to be sending
its resettlement team for interviewing refugees within October
this year.

Meanwhile, the UNHCR said that 62,673 exiled Bhutanese

have already been resettled in various eight western countries

as of April 15.

April 29

Upreti, a resettled  Bhutanese of
Kentucky for assisting us.”

This type of training will
empower the youth to express
their inborn potentiality, said
Sekhar Rizal a participant of the
training.

Beldangi CMC Office
Photo: LB Pakwal

Bishnu Maya Majhi
Age: 61
Beldangi II Extension, D3, 87
From Gelegphu, Bhutan

Photo by  Lok Nath Subba / TRH
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 FOUR GOOD ANSWERSJournalism and Photography training in Beldangi

What is your opinion
towards third country
resettlement?

We had tried many times to return
home land but we couldn’t
succeed. I had completely lost
hope to return Bhutan. Now I am
planning to resettle for better
future of my family.

Conducted by Govinda Pokhrel.

Bhutan’s Press
Freedom Drops
Down

88 senior Bhutanese from various
five cities were honored by
Bhutanese Community Resource
Center (BCRC), Washington
amidst a special function in
Sylvester Middle School
auditorium in Burien, WA.

Meanwhile, famous Nepali singer
Yam Baral released his new music
album jointly with BCRC and the
Bhutanese audience in the program.
All the lyrics in the album are

penned by young Bhutanese
lyricist Mani Sharma (Rizal).

More than five hundred
resettled Bhutanese, American
guests including school
teachers, social workers,
volunteers and friends from
Nepal attended the program,
funded by Seattle Neighbor to
Neighbor Grant and insured by
the New Future, a local charity
organization.

1. Who founded Facebook?
2. What is the full form of ATM?
3. What is the rank of Bhutan’s Press Freedom Index
this year?
4. Son of Thapa Said, “I have two brothers”. But
daughter of Thapa   said. “ I have three brothers”.
Who might be telling truth?

Meena Pandey, previously in MGA, now resettled in USA became
winner for March-April. Congratulations to her and thanks for those
who participated.
Send your answers at medianetworkbhutan@gmail.com or our
correspondents or your school administrations within June 10.

Mari Gold Academy (MGA)
and Pancha-Oti English School
(PES) concluded guardian
meetings to circulate the
necessary information and
status of students on 19th May.

According to our reporter,
more than thousands
guardians attended the
meeting. Stake holders of the
concern school and
representatives from Camp
Management Committee
(CMC) addressed the meeting.
This type of meeting will be
conducted in all camp schools.

Guardian meeting in
MGA & PES

Media Network Bhutan (MNB)
concluded Fifteen Days Long
Journalism and Photography
training in Beldangi camp.

Tilak Niroula, Prakash Angdeme,
Ceejan Dahal and       Mahesh
Bhandari facilitated the journalism
and photography training.

Meanwhile MNB’s General
Executive Mona Rath Pokhrel said
“this practical training will help for
the schooling of photography in
Bhutanese camp to increase the
journalist in camp for delivering
news. I would like to thank Mr. Tulshi

Tanka Maya Baral

FANS Club of Beldangi and Pravath
Kiran Yuva Club of Damak-5 jointly
organized Eastern Regional
Volleyball Tournament in which
Damak Volleyball Club won FANS
Club in final.

Similarly, Youth Friendly Centre
(YFC) and Camp Management
Committee (CMC) Sanischare
jointly organized Inter-Club Open

Football Tournament in which
Beldangi Youth Club won
Shangri-La Football Club
Sanischare.

This sort of tournaments will
help to create friendly
relationship among the refugees
and host community, said
organizers.

Regional Tournaments in two camps

Narad Pokhrel

Gun Fire in Sanischare

Buddhi Maya Rai, 24 of
Sanischare was killed with gun
by an unidentified group and
also injured her husband Parshu
Ram Rai, 65 on 3rd May.

The refugee community is
anxious with this event and
requests to investigate the case
seriously and provide the
security tightly in camps to
maintain safety and insure the
risk of every Bhutanese.

Pema Tamang

Bhutanese refugees’ Websites
and Blogs

www.bhutannewsservice.com

www.mnbconnection.com

www.bhutaneseliterature.com

www.refugeesvoice.wordpress.com

www.bhutanimedia.blogspot.com
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